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APBDes/APBK is annual operational plan of village government common program that clarified and translated in rupiah numbers for one side have estimate of village monetary expenditure highest limit.

Bandar Sakti Government faces some problems in implementation of Revenue and Expenditure Budget Policy village (APBK) in order to promote development in the organization of village duties of village development implementation problems that do not maximal. In Kampung Bandar Sakti, the existing physical development is very minimal as a result of funding limitations. In addition, facilities used in the implementation process is inadequate.

Intention of this research is to give clearly description about implementation policy of Bandar Sakti village budget in improving village development with supporting factors and pursuing the implementation process. method used in this research is
descriptive qualitative method. where will be depicted and explained about implementation policy of Bandar Sakti village budget in improving village development. data type used is primary data, covering indepth interview to try explain problems that happened.

Based on the data analysis, that implementation policy of village budget in village development have implemented but not yet optimal, this matter is influenced by some factors that pursuing implementation policy process that is problem of fund limitation is had by village government. Funds provided for construction of the village is very minimal. And also less adequate of facilities tool and infrastructure. And supporting factors in the implementation process is good communication between the device and the village with the local community about the policy programs, the existence of adequate human resources, authority and presence awareness device owned by the village to carry out their respective tupoksinya and coordination between village officials as policy implementers in the implementation of policy.
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